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Message from the Guest Editor

Sustainable energy supply systems are a rapidly
developing industry, and there is substantial worldwide
demand for appropriately trained professionals to
research, design, install, and maintain systems that are
based on renewable energy sources. Many educational
providers have responded to this emerging market by
offering courses at the undergraduate, postgraduate, and
continuing professional education levels that address this
perceived need of industry and society. This Issue of
Energies will review recent advances in curriculum design
and training practices to prepare students to work in the
sustainable energy industry. Papers that address the needs
of the renewable energy industry, curriculum design for
sustainable energy systems, or technologies and/or case
studies of sustainable energy systems courses are
welcome. A companion issue will address energy use
education including energy management, solar
architecture, and carbon accounting.
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Editor-in-Chief
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Energies is an international, open access journal in energy
engineering and research. The journal publishes original
papers, review articles, technical notes, and letters. Authors
are encouraged to submit manuscripts which bridge the
gaps between research, development and implementation.
The journal provides a forum for information on research,
innovation, and demonstration in the areas of energy
conversion and conservation, the optimal use of energy
resources, optimization of energy processes, mitigation of
environmental pollutants, and sustainable energy systems.
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